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The authors hypothesized that activated self-stereotypes can influence the strategies of task solution by
inducing regulatory foci. More specifically, positive self-stereotypes should induce a promotion focus
state of eagerness, whereas negative stereotypes should induce a prevention focus state of vigilance.
Study 1 showed that a negative ascribed stereotype with regard to task performance leads to better recall
for avoidance-related statements whereas a positive stereotype leads to better recall for approach-related
statements. In Studies 2 and 3, both an experimental manipulation of group performance expectation and
the preexisting stereotype of better verbal skills in women than in men led to faster and less accurate
performance in the positive as compared with the negative stereotype group. Studies 4 and 5 showed that
positive in-group stereotypes led to more creative performance whereas negative stereotypes led to better
analytical performance. These results point to a possible mechanism for stereotype-threat effects.

Steele (1997), performance suffers when negative stereotypes are
activated in a performance situation and when the performance
domain is self-relevant for the individual. The theory assumes that
this underperformance stems from the keenly felt threat triggered
by the possibility of conforming to the stereotype or of being
treated and judged in terms of it. The experienced threat then
undermines performance by setting up a frame for interpreting any
performance frustration in the light of the stereotype. However, the
search for mediators of stereotype-threat effects has yielded some
inconsistent results (cf. Steele, Spencer, & Aronson, 2002).
Given the various aspects of stereotypes, it seems likely that
several mechanisms contribute to the described performance
deficits. In this article, we propose a model according to which
the activation of negative as well as positive self-stereotypes
affects performance strategies by inducing regulatory foci (Higgins, 1997). We argue that negative stereotypes induce a prevention focus and thus instigate an avoidance strategy, in particular avoiding errors of commission, and that positive
stereotypes induce a promotion focus, characterized by an approach strategy, in particular approaching hits. This means that
the activation of negative stereotypes should foster accuracy
whereas the activation of positive stereotypes should foster
speed. In addition, regulatory foci entail certain cognitive
styles, which should, according to the proposed model, influence task performance under activated stereotypes. In particular, a prevention focus leads to a risk-averse, analytic, and
perseverant processing style whereas a promotion focus leads to
an explorative and more creative processing style (Friedman &
Förster, 2001). Consequently, when a negative stereotype is
activated, performance in creative tasks should become poorer
and performance in analytic tasks better than when no stereotype is activated. Conversely, when a positive stereotype is
activated, performance in creative tasks should become better
and performance in analytic tasks poorer than when no stereotype is activated. These predictions are developed in greater
detail below.

“Blonds are dumb”; “ women can’t do math”; “White men can’t
jump.” If you bring members of a stereotyped group into an
achievement situation where the stereotype could be applied, they
often dramatically underperform if they believe their ability in that
particular domain is measured. This was first shown by Steele and
Aronson (1995) in their seminal work on the effect of stereotype
activation on intellectual test performance of Blacks. In a series of
studies, Blacks performed considerably poorer on a standardized
test when it was presented as diagnostic of their abilities than when
the same test was framed as a simple problem-solving task. No
such difference emerged for Whites. This basic finding, named
stereotype threat, has since been replicated several times with
different groups and various stereotypes (e.g., Aronson et al.,
1999; Croizet & Claire, 1998; Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000; Levy,
1996; Shih, Pittinsky, & Ambady, 1999; Spencer, Steele, & Quinn,
1999; Stangor, Carr, & Kiang, 1998).
What is the psychological mechanism behind this pervasive
effect? According to the stereotype-threat theory formulated by
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STEREOTYPE THREAT AND REGULATORY FOCUS

Stereotype Activation and Self-Regulation
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1997, 1999) distinguishes
between two kinds of goal pursuit that vary as a function of
regulatory focus: concerns with attainment of aspirations and
accomplishments ( promotion focus) and concerns with responsibilities and safety ( prevention focus). These distinct regulatory
concerns can be emphasized either chronically or momentarily. To
illustrate, teacher–student interactions can chronically emphasize
goal pursuit with either promotion focus concerns or prevention
focus concerns. The teacher’s messages can be communicated in
reference to a state of the student that does or does not meet
promotion concerns, either “this is what I ideally would like you to
do” or “this is not what I ideally would like you to do,” respectively. In this case, the regulatory focus is one of promotion, a
concern with advancement and accomplishment, hopes, and aspirations (ideals). The students focus on the presence or absence of
positive outcomes. Strategically, within a promotion focus, individuals are eager to approach matches to the desired end state (i.e.,
pursue all means of advancement). Students in teacher–student
interactions that involve a prevention focus are rewarded for
avoiding potential dangers or misbehaviors and punished for being
irresponsible or careless. Here, positive and negative emotions are
experienced as the absence or presence of negative outcomes,
respectively. The teacher’s messages are communicated in reference to a state of the student that does or does not meet some
prevention concerns, either “this is what I believe you ought to do”
or “this is not what I believe you ought to do,” respectively. The
regulatory focus is one of prevention, a concern with protection
and safety, duties, and responsibilities (oughts). Strategically,
within a prevention focus, individuals are vigilant to avoid negative outcomes.
As Higgins (1997) detailed in his model, any communication
conveying gain or nongain information should induce a promotion
focus whereas communications about nonloss or loss should induce a prevention focus. For example, feedback messages such as
“you did not do badly” introduce badness as the reference point
and establish that the goal of not being bad has been met. A goal
not to do badly is a minimal goal because it specifies the minimal
expected performance a person tries to exceed. Not meeting a
minimal goal is thus a negative event, and meeting it is a nonnegative event. According to Brendl and Higgins (1996), when
feedback introduces a negative reference point (e.g., loss, failure,
or badness), an individual will tend to set a minimal goal in the
next task. A focus on minimal goals is a situationally induced
prevention focus and strategically involves avoidance means.
When a negative self-stereotype (such as “your in-group is
worse in doing X than the out-group”) is activated, it should
establish a negative reference point and thereby lead to adopting a
minimal goal. To illustrate, when a negative stereotype is activated, confirming the stereotype would be a loss whereas disconfirming it would be a nonloss. Such a situation induces a prevention focus, as reviewed above. It orients the individual toward
avoiding mismatches to the desired end state. Activating negative
stereotypes should thus induce a prevention focus state of
vigilance.
A regulatory focus perspective also allows conclusions for the
activation of positive stereotypes. Just as the feedback “you didn’t
do badly” introduces a negative reference point, the feedback “you
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did well” introduces a positive reference point and establishes that
the goal of doing well has been met. A goal of doing well is a
maximal goal in that it separates the positive event of doing well
from the nonpositive event of not doing well (Brendl & Higgins,
1996). Positive reference points orient individuals toward gains
and nongains and should thus induce a promotion focus state of
eagerness with a strategic approach tendency. Positive stereotypes,
just like feedback, introduce a positive reference point. For example, the stereotype “women are good at verbal tasks” specifies a
positive outcome (or a gain) to be approached. It should thus orient
women toward approaching matches to this desired end state. This
approach orientation is the defining feature of a promotion focus.
Hence, positive stereotypes should induce a promotion focus. Let
us consider the implications of this theoretical notion for memory,
speed–accuracy, and thinking styles.

Recall of Approach Versus Avoidance Information
Although the main focus of this article is on the strategic
consequences of regulatory foci for task performance, we first
sought to get more direct evidence for the idea that the activation
of stereotypes does indeed induce different foci. The best indicator
for a prevention focus is the inclination to use avoidance strategies.
Likewise, the best indicator for a promotion focus is the inclination
to use approach strategies. These inclinations should lead to higher
sensitivity to and better recall for episodes exemplifying the corresponding strategies. Accordingly, a prevention focus has been
shown to enhance incidental recall for avoidance strategies and a
promotion focus for approach strategies (Higgins, Roney, Crowe,
& Hymes, 1994; Higgins & Tykocinski, 1992). Thus, selective
memory performance for approach–avoidance information is one
possibility to examine whether differentially valenced stereotypes
induce regulatory foci. Therefore, Study 1 tested the prediction
that induced positive stereotypes lead to better recall of information exemplifying approach strategies whereas induced negative
stereotypes lead to better recall of information exemplifying avoidance strategies, using the paradigm developed by Higgins et al.
(1994).

Speed and Accuracy of Performance
In general terms, both foci involve different motivational orientations: Whereas individuals in a promotion focus, with their
inclination to approach matches to their goal, are eager to attain
advancements and gains, individuals in a prevention focus, with
their inclination to avoid mismatches, are vigilant to ensure safety
and nonlosses. In signal detection terms (e.g., Green & Swets,
1966; Tanner & Swets, 1954), individuals in a state of eagerness
resulting from a promotion focus are motivated to ensure hits and
ensure against errors of omission (i.e., a lack of accomplishment).
In contrast, individuals in a state of vigilance resulting from a
prevention focus are motivated to ensure correct rejections and
ensure against errors of commission (i.e., making a mistake).
Accordingly, Crowe and Higgins (1997) found in a recognition
task that individuals in a promotion focus had a risky bias to say
“yes,” whereas individuals in a prevention focus had a conservative bias to say “no” (see also Friedman & Förster, 2001).
In sum, promotion focus emphasis on strategic eagerness should
lead to a riskier processing style that is concerned with getting hits,
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whereas prevention focus emphasis on strategic vigilance should
lead to a more careful processing style concerned with avoiding
mistakes. Thus, in tasks where speed is in the service of hits, one
would expect participants in a promotion focus to be faster and at
the same time less accurate and participants in a prevention focus
to be more accurate yet slower. This difference is due to strategic
concerns with gains and nongains (promotion) versus losses and
nonlosses (prevention) rather than due to a built-in trade-off. These
predictions were confirmed in a recent research program (Förster,
Higgins, & Taylor Bianco, 2003). In three studies, participants
with a chronic or situationally induced promotion focus showed
faster performance and less accuracy in simple drawing tasks
compared with participants with a prevention focus. In a fourth
study, the results were replicated with a situationally induced
regulatory focus using a more complex proofreading task. The
authors found that promotion focus led to faster proofreading
whereas prevention focus led to higher accuracy in finding the
more difficult errors. Note that the effects of speed and accuracy in
the studies were independent from one another, so that speed did
not necessarily lead to deficits in accuracy or vice versa. This
finding suggests that when individuals have strong promotion
focus concerns, they naturally are eager for hits, and when they
have strong prevention focus concerns, they naturally are vigilant
against mistakes.
Consequently, in tasks where speed is in the service of hits,
participants under negative stereotypes should be slower than
participants in a control group, whereas participants under positive
stereotypes should be faster. For accuracy, the reverse pattern is to
be expected: Here, negative stereotypes should lead to more accuracy and positive stereotypes to less. Study 2 tested these hypotheses with an existing stereotype, and Study 3 tested them with
an induced stereotype.
It was further hypothesized that expectancy and general motivation would not mediate the effects of stereotype activation on
speed and accuracy of performance. The regulatory model predicts
that activated stereotypes, through inducing a regulatory focus,
influence specific kinds of motivation and strategic tendencies and
not general motivation. Of course, activating stereotypes could
change participants’ motivation or expectancies and thereby performance. For example, when judging one’s performance expectation, the self could be assimilated to the group standard or, under
certain conditions, it could be contrasted away from it (Mussweiler, 2003). Empirically, some stereotype-threat studies have
found an assimilative effect of stereotype activation on performance expectancies (Cadinu, Maass, Frigerio, Impagliazzo, &
Latinotti, 2003; Stangor et al., 1998), whereas others have not
(Spencer et al., 1999; Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley, 1999).
According to Higgins (1997), regulatory focus and expectation
both influence self-regulation independent from each other. Therefore, if activated stereotypes influence performance expectation or
motivation, these should not affect speed and accuracy the same
way regulatory focus does. In particular, if lowered expectancy or
lowered motivation results from activated negative stereotypes,
both speed and accuracy should drop.

Creativity and Analytic Thinking
Recently, Friedman and Förster (2001) predicted that the risky
explorative processing style elicited by promotion cues relative to

the risk-averse, perseverant processing style elicited by prevention
cues would facilitate creative thought. The process by which
promotion focus facilitates creative thought is assumed to involve
cognitive tuning (Clore, Schwarz, & Conway, 1994). Specifically,
activation of a promotion focus, a focus on nurturance, may be
seen as signaling that the environment is prospectively benign,
thereby leading to adoption of a riskier, more explorative processing style and bolstering creativity. Participants in their experiments
were primed with either an approach–promotion maze or an
avoidance–prevention maze. In both conditions, Friedman and
Förster (2001) depicted a cartoon mouse trapped inside the maze
and asked participants to find the way for the mouse by drawing
the path. In the promotion cue condition, a piece of Swiss cheese
was depicted as lying outside the maze. It was predicted that
approaching food would activate a promotion focus (see Förster,
Higgins, & Idson, 1998). The other half of their participants had to
solve the very same maze with one exception: Instead of the
cheese, an owl was hovering above the maze, presumably ready to
capture the mouse unless it could escape the maze. Completion of
this task was posited to activate a prevention focus. The authors
could show that after having completed the promotion maze participants performed better in creative generation tasks (such as
creative generation of uses for a brick) than participants who
performed the prevention maze. Moreover, the promotion maze
bolstered memory search for novel responses compared with the
prevention maze, whereas the prevention maze led to an attentional
perseverance on initial responses (or their associates). Finally,
participants with a chronic promotion focus were better at solving
the Gestalt Completion Task (Ekstrom, French, Harman & Dermen, 1976) than participants with a chronic prevention focus. This
task is supposed to measure a classic component of creative
thinking, namely, breaking context-induced mental sets (Schooler
& Melcher, 1995). Moreover, Friedman and Förster (2000)
showed that an approach motor action (arm flexion) led to more
inclusive categorization than an avoidance motor action (arm
extension), as reflected in accepting an atypical member (e.g., a
camel) for a category (e.g., vehicles). To summarize, it seems that
a promotion focus enhances the diverse elements of creativity as
known from the literature, whereas a prevention focus impedes
them.
However, given that performance outcomes depend on the fit
between the strategic inclinations and processing styles of an
individual’s regulatory focus and the requirements of the task,
performance on some tasks should profit from prevention focus
vigilance. Such tasks are analytic tasks, because analytic tasks can
be solved with conventional algorithms that worked in the past.
These algorithms are reliable and approved and therefore represent
conservative means to solve a problem. More heuristic thinking in
creative tasks leads to solutions that are innovative and might be
wrong. Prevention focus is assumed to facilitate systematic processing through cognitive tuning (Clore et al., 1994), in particular
through enhancing bottom-up processing with reliance on the
information given (see Friedman & Förster, 2001). This is because
in problematic situations, novel and untested alternatives can make
a bad situation even worse, and individuals feel they should rely on
well-tested conventional solutions.
Evidence for this reasoning is provided by Friedman and Förster
(2000, Experiment 7) as part of the above-mentioned series of
studies on the effects of approach and avoidance motor actions.
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These authors found that when a motor action associated with
avoidance orientation—arm extension—is executed, more correct
solutions for four problems from the analytic section of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) were given than when an
approach-related bodily action—arm flexion—was executed.
Therefore, for performance in analytic tasks, improved performance under negative stereotypes is predicted. To summarize, we
reasoned that when under stereotype threat, analytical problem
solving should be enhanced, whereas creative thinking should be
impeded. Conversely, when positive stereotypes are activated,
analytical problem solving should be impeded, whereas creative
thinking should be enhanced. Studies 4 and 5 tested these predictions with induced stereotypes and different creativity tasks.

Summary
In sum, we conducted a series of five studies to test our prediction that regulatory focus influences task performance when selfstereotypes are activated. We predicted that the activation of a
negative self-stereotype induces the strategic avoidance motivation
of a prevention focus. This entails a vigilant, risk-averse processing style that diminishes creativity and speed while bolstering
analytic thinking and accuracy (in the service of avoiding false
alarms). Correspondingly, we predicted that the activation of a
positive self-stereotype induces the strategic approach motivation
of a promotion focus. This entails a riskier, more explorative
processing style that bolsters creativity and speed (in the service of
maximizing hits) while diminishing analytic thinking and
accuracy.
The first study tested whether negative stereotypes lead to better
recall of avoidance-related information and positive stereotypes
lead to better recall of approach-related information (Higgins et al.,
1994). Studies 2 and 3 tested the hypothesis that negative stereotypes lead to slower and positive stereotypes to faster performance
as compared with a control group. These studies further tested the
hypothesis that negative stereotypes lead to more and positive
stereotypes to less accuracy of performance. Studies 4 and 5 tested
the prediction that activated negative stereotypes inhibit creative
processes whereas positive stereotypes enhance them. Second,
they tested the prediction that activated negative stereotypes enhance analytic thinking whereas positive stereotypes inhibit it. All
studies controlled for a possible mediation of results by general
motivation and general performance expectancies in order to empirically distinguish between expectancy-based and regulatory
focus– based mechanisms.
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regulatory processes, these ascribed stereotypes have equivalent
effects to using existing stereotypes in that they establish valenced
reference points. It should be noted, however, that although “stereotypes are typically viewed as cognitive structures that contain
our knowledge, beliefs, and expectations about a social group”
(Kunda, 1999, p. 315), the ascribed stereotypes we used in our
studies were not available knowledge structures for the participants but rather a newly learned piece of information. Therefore,
we are using the term ascribed stereotype to refer to this situationally induced belief about the in-group.
After some filler tasks, a surprise recall task asked participants
to recall the text. As our dependent measures, we used the number
and the rater-coded detailedness of the recalled events per category. The episodes we presented described goal-directed behavior
of a protagonist. More specifically, the episodes specified an end
state and avoidance means to reach it or an end state and approach
means to reach it. As Higgins et al. (1994) found, a prevention
focus leads to better recall of episodes stating avoidance means,
whereas a promotion focus leads to better recall of episodes stating
approach means. On the basis of this finding, we predicted that
participants exposed to the negative stereotype would recall more
episodes involving avoidance behavior and recall more details
about them than participants exposed to the positive stereotype.
Participants with a positive stereotype, on the other hand, would
recall more episodes involving approach behavior as well as more
details about them.

Method
Design and Participants
The study took the form of a 2 ⫻ 2 factorial design. The factors were
ascribed stereotype (positive vs. negative) and direction of stated means
(approach vs. avoidance). Correct recall was the primary dependent measure. Thirty-two German students not majoring in psychology from the city
of Bremen (16 women and 16 men) were recruited out of a subject pool for
a battery containing several unrelated experiments at the International
University of Bremen (IUB) and were randomly assigned to one of the two
experimental groups. The battery lasted about 90 min, and participants
were paid €10 plus €5 (a total of approximately $15 US) travel money for
participation. The experiment took place at IUB with experimenters from
different nations. At IUB, English is the language of any social interaction,
and thus some experimenters were not fluent in German. To overcome this
problem, there was always a German experimenter present in case our
German participants had any questions. One participant had to be excluded
from the analyses because he left the experiment before finishing.

Procedure
Study 1
In the first study, we asked participants to proofread a text
containing 20 episodes in the life of a student. Each episode
exemplified self-regulation using either approach or avoidance
means. Before doing the task, participants were exposed to negative or positive stereotype ascriptions. For this purpose, two groups
were defined: the group of psychology students and the group of
nonpsychology students. However, only nonpsychology students
were tested. Participants were randomly assigned to the positive or
the negative stereotype condition. This was done to manipulate the
valence of the stereotype without changing the content of the
stereotype or the reference group. We assume that in terms of

After arrival, participants were asked to do unrelated tasks for about 30
min. Then, the present experiment was introduced as a cognitive performance test for students. As Aronson et al. (1999) showed, domain identification moderates stereotype effects in that only highly identified individuals show performance decrements because of negative stereotypes.
Therefore, the introductory sheet stated that the measure was diagnostic of
verbal intelligence.
Then, participants in the negative-stereotype condition were told that
psychology students usually do very well on the task whereas students
majoring in other disciplines do badly. Participants in the positivestereotype condition were told that psychology students usually do badly
on the task whereas students majoring in other disciplines usually do very
well. Directly afterward they were asked to write down their major.
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Then, we assessed expectations (“What do you think, how well will you
perform in the task?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ very bad to 9 ⫽ very good),
liking of the task (“How much do you like the task?” on a scale from 1 ⫽
not at all to 9 ⫽ very much), and general motivation (“How motivated are
you to do well on the task?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ not at all to 9 ⫽ very
motivated). These questions were included to test the supposed independence of the predicted effects from general motivation and performance
expectation.
Then, participants were asked to proofread a text for which no time limit
was given. This task was used to assess the incidental memory for
approach- and avoidance-related information. All participants finished the
task within 5 min. The text was entitled “Information on Amelie K.” and
contained 20 sentences with misprints, 10 reflecting approach behavior
(e.g., “Because I wanted to buy something nice for my best friend, I went
shopping to town and searched for presents”), and 10 specifying avoidance
behavior (e.g., “Because I did not want to say something stupid I did not
say anything in class”) in an intermixed fashion. After the task, a 15-min
filler task was given and then a surprise recall task followed, asking
participants to recall as many episodes of the story as possible.

Results
Number and Detailedness of Recalled Items
Two experts (blind to condition) rated the correctness of recalled items and in how much detail they were remembered. Both
judges were familiar with regulatory focus theory. The judges were
asked to categorize the recalled items as correct when the item
contained the gist of the episode and when the direction of the
stated mean (approach vs. avoidance) was correctly recalled. In
cases of disagreement, the raters were asked to discuss the cases
and to agree on them until total agreement was reached. A second
judgment was made concerning the detailedness of the recalled
items, on a scale from 1 (not detailed at all) to 5 (very detailed).
The interrater reliability was r ⫽ .87 for approach and r ⫽ .84 for
avoidance items. The two ratings were summarized and divided
by 2.
The mean number of correctly recalled items is summarized in
Table 1. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated designs
was conducted, which yielded the predicted interaction between
direction of stated means and ascribed stereotype, F(1, 29) ⫽
11.87, p ⫽ .002, showing that a positive stereotype led to better
memory for approach items (M ⫽ 1.56) than for avoidance items
(M ⫽ 1.19), t(29) ⫽ 1.35, p ⫽ .094 (one-tailed), whereas a
negative stereotype led to better memory for avoidance items
(M ⫽ 1.80) than for approach items (M ⫽ 0.80), t(29) ⫽ 3.49, p ⫽
.001 (one-tailed).1 Comparisons within items revealed that the
difference between conditions was significant for approach items,
t(29) ⫽ 2.32, p ⫽ .014 (one-tailed), as well as for avoidance items,
t(29) ⫽ 3.09, p ⫽ .002 (one-tailed). No other effect reached
significance (all Fs ⬍ 2.5, all ps ⬎ .12).
The ratings on the detailedness of the correctly recalled information showed a similar pattern (see Table 1). A second ANOVA
was conducted on these ratings, which yielded the predicted twoway interaction between direction of stated means and ascribed
stereotype, F(1, 29) ⫽ 16.75, p ⬍ .001, showing that under the
positive stereotype, recall of approach items was more detailed
(M ⫽ 3.91) than recall of avoidance items (M ⫽ 2.77), t(29) ⫽
2.87, p ⫽ .005 (one-tailed), whereas under the negative stereotype,
recall of avoidance items was more detailed (M ⫽ 4.04) than recall
of approach items (M ⫽ 2.83), t(29) ⫽ 2.92, p ⫽ .004 (one-tailed).

Table 1
Study 1: Mean Number and Detailedness of Correctly Recalled
Items as a Function of Ascribed Stereotype and Direction of
Stated Means
Direction of stated means
Ascribed stereotype

Approach

Avoidance

No. of correctly recalled items
Positive
M
SD
Negative
M
SD

1.56
1.21

1.19
0.54

0.80
0.41

1.80
0.56

Detailedness of correctly recalled items
Positive
M
SD
Negative
M
SD

3.91
0.67

2.77
0.93

2.83
1.50

4.04
0.59

Comparisons within item type revealed that the difference between
conditions was significant both for approach items, t(29) ⫽ 2.35,
p ⫽ .014 (one-tailed) as well as for avoidance items, t(29) ⫽
16.41, p ⬍ .001. No other effects were found (all Fs ⬍ 1).

Motivation, Expectancy, and Liking of the Task
Stereotype condition did not influence motivation, expectancy,
or liking (all Fs ⬍ 1).

Discussion
The results from Study 1 show that when a positive stereotype
is induced, incidental memory for information focusing on approach behavior is better than that for information on avoidance
behavior. When a negative stereotype is induced, information on
avoidance behavior is better remembered than information on
approach behavior. These findings parallel the results by Higgins
et al. (1994) and support our claim that one of the effects of
activating stereotypes concerning performance is the induction of
regulatory foci. The procedure used was a rather direct test of
focus induction, because one of the central tenets of regulatory
focus theory concerns the different strategic inclinations toward
approach versus avoidance means due to promotion-respective
prevention focus (Higgins, 1997). Building on this evidence, we
can now explore some of the implications of the regulatory model
for performance under activated stereotypes.

Study 2
To test the implications of our model for the speed and accuracy
of performance, we chose the stereotype that women have better
1
The overall low recall performance might be due to the fact that the
task used focused attention on the individual words while impeding effective encoding of the meaning of the entire phrases presented.
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verbal abilities than men. This stereotype was activated by introducing the task as one measuring “verbal skills of men and
women.” The explicit reference to gender was introduced because
there is reason to believe that White men are less often confronted
with negative stereotypes about their performance than other
groups (see Aronson et al., 1999), so a more subtle manipulation
might not activate the stereotype. Additionally, participants in the
stereotype activation condition were instructed to indicate their
gender on the task sheet immediately before solving the verbal
task. This was done to make the gender category salient, which in
the context of the verbal skill task should heighten the chance of
activating the corresponding self-stereotype. In the no-activation
condition, the task was also introduced as measuring verbal abilities; however, no reference to gender was made.
Our central hypothesis was that activating the stereotype concerning gender differences prior to presenting a verbal ability task
should have opposite effects on the performance of female and
male participants. More specifically, it was predicted that women
work faster and less accurately when the (positive) stereotype is
activated, whereas men should work slower and more accurately
when the (negative) stereotype is activated. As a dependent measure, we used a task based on the Wortauswahl (Word Selection)
scale of the Intelligenz-Struktur-Test 70 (Intelligence Structure
Test 70; Amthauer, 1973). This task was constructed and pretested
with respect to its sensitivity to differential concerns with speed
and accuracy. Speed was operationalized as the number of items
attempted and inaccuracy as the number of mistakes.

Method
Design and Participants
The study took the form of a 2 ⫻ 2 factorial design. The factors were
gender of the participant (male vs. female) and condition (stereotype vs.
control). Speed and accuracy were the primary dependent measures. Sixty
students at the University of Würzburg (31 women and 29 men) were
recruited for a psychological study for which a chocolate bar was offered
as compensation. Of the 29 men, 14 were in the stereotype condition and
15 in the control condition. Of the 31 women, 15 were in the stereotype
condition and 16 in the control condition.
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solution. Try to solve all items in the given time!” Because participants
solved fewer items in one condition than in the other and because we did
not assume item difficulty to be constant across items, we calculated the
ratio of wrong answers over total number of answers given per item and per
instruction. The average percentage of wrong solutions per item was 19.5%
under accuracy instruction and 30.6% under speed instruction. A t test for
dependent variables on these ratios revealed that this difference was
reliable, t(12) ⫽ ⫺3.25, p ⫽ .007. Thus, the task is sensitive to differences
in speed and accuracy concerns.

Procedure
Participants reported to the laboratory in mixed male and female groups
of 3 to 5. Two female experimenters conducted the study. When participants arrived at the laboratory, they were told to read the introductory page
of the questionnaire where the anonymity of the study was stressed.
Participants in the stereotype condition then read that the upcoming task
was part of a series of tasks measuring mathematical, artistic, and verbal
abilities and that in their group we were investigating verbal abilities of
men and women. In the control condition, participants read that they were
asked to solve a verbal task. Then, all participants indicated motivation and
expectancy as in Study 1. Afterward, participants indicated their major,
age, and gender. Participants in the stereotype activation condition were
further told that for data-processing reasons, they would be asked to
indicate their age and gender repeatedly on each sheet. The next sheet was
either titled “Verbal Ability Test” (stereotype condition) or had no title
(control condition) and contained the instruction for the main task. Participants read an example of the task and were then instructed to be as
accurate and as fast as possible. They were told that both speed and
accuracy were equally important. Once all participants understood the
instruction, they started working on the task. The time for solving the task
was limited to 30 s and was stopped by trained experimenters with a
stopwatch. In the end, participants were interviewed about their hypotheses
concerning the purpose of the study. No one discovered its real purpose.
After this, they were debriefed, given the chocolate bar, and thanked for
taking part.

Dependent Measures
For each participant, a measure of the speed of performance and an
inaccuracy measure were calculated. Speed was measured as the number of
items for which a (right or wrong) solution was given; inaccuracy was
assessed as the total number of wrong solutions.

Stimulus Material and Pretest
In the word-selection task (Amthauer, 1973), each item consists of five
words, and participants have to select the one word that does not belong to
the category of the majority of words. To give an example, for banana,
apple, carrot, cherry, and strawberry, the right answer is carrot because it
is the only vegetable in the group. In order to obtain a verbal ability task
that is sensitive to variations in speed versus accuracy concerns, we
constructed and pretested items with a low item difficulty when solved
under an accuracy instruction but producing many mistakes when presented with time pressure under a speed instruction.
Fifty-eight students from the University of Würzburg participated in the
pretest (30 in the speed and 28 in the accuracy condition). This sample was
representative with respect to the sample used in the main study. The
word-selection task we used consisted of 13 items. Under accuracy instruction, participants were given enough time to solve all the items, whereas
under speed instruction, they were interrupted after 30 s. The accuracy
instruction stated the following: “For this task, you are given unlimited
time. Please think carefully and mark the best solution.” Under speed
instruction, participants read the following paragraph: “For this task you
are given 30 seconds. Please do not think for too long and mark the best

Results
Test Performance
Speed measure. As can be seen in Figure 1, an examination of
the means indicates that women were faster in the stereotype
condition (M ⫽ 5.67, SD ⫽ 1.63) than in the control condition
(M ⫽ 5.00, SD ⫽ 1.37), whereas men were faster in the control
condition (M ⫽ 5.13, SD ⫽ 1.73) than in the stereotype condition
(M ⫽ 4.07, SD ⫽ 1.07), F(1, 56) ⫽ 5.13, p ⫽ .027, for the
Gender ⫻ Stereotype Activation interaction. For men, this difference was significant, t(56) ⫽ 1.94, p ⫽ .029 (one-tailed), whereas
for women, it was not, t(56) ⫽ 1.26, p ⫽ .107 (one-tailed). When
the stereotype was activated, a clear gender difference emerged,
t(56) ⫽ 2.91, p ⫽ .002, whereas no gender difference emerged in
the control condition (t ⬍ 1). There was also a tendency for women
to be faster than men, F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.671, p ⫽ .060. For stereotype
activation, no main effect emerged (F ⬍ 1).
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Inaccuracy measure unadjusted for speed. As Figure 2 shows,
women made more mistakes in the stereotype condition (M ⫽
1.47, SD ⫽ 0.74) than in the control condition (M ⫽ 1.19, SD ⫽
0.66), whereas men made fewer mistakes in the stereotype condition (M ⫽ 0.71, SD ⫽ 0.73) than in the control condition (M ⫽
1.60, SD ⫽ 0.83), F(1, 56) ⫽ 9.28, p ⫽ .004, for the Gender ⫻
Condition interaction. For men, this difference was significant,
t(56) ⫽ 3.22, p ⫽ .001 (one-tailed), whereas for women it was not,
t(56) ⫽ 1.05, p ⫽ .149 (one-tailed). When no stereotype was
activated, a marginal effect for gender emerged (men making more
mistakes than women), t(56) ⫽ 1.55, p ⫽ .063. When the stereotype was activated, however, men committed significantly fewer
errors than women, t(56) ⫽ 2.74, p ⫽ .004 (one-tailed). No other
effects reached significance.
Inaccuracy measure adjusted for speed. To determine whether
inaccuracy was influenced independently of speed, the recommendations by Baron and Kenny (1986) were followed. According to
this approach, three relationships between the target variables must
be demonstrated in a series of regression analyses to establish a
basis for testing mediation. The independent variable must predict
both the dependent and the mediator variable, and the mediator
must predict the dependent variable. Once these conditions are
established, the dependent variable is regressed onto the independent variable and mediator in a final regression analysis. Support
for mediation is obtained by demonstrating that the effect of the
independent variable (the Gender ⫻ Condition interaction) on the
dependent variable (inaccuracy) is significantly reduced when
accounting for the effect of the hypothesized mediator (speed).
When the independent variable in a mediational analysis is an
interaction, the question is one of mediated moderation.
As the above analyses revealed, the Gender ⫻ Condition interaction was significant for both the dependent variable (inaccuracy)
as well as for the potential mediator (speed). Furthermore, speed
was a significant predictor of inaccuracy on the verbal test, ␤ ⫽
.27, t(58) ⫽ 2.10, p ⫽ .040. In the final analysis, the independent
variables as well as speed were entered jointly to predict inaccuracy. The effect of speed was not significant in this analysis, ␤ ⫽
.15, t(55) ⫽ 1.16, p ⫽ .252. Furthermore, the predicted interaction
of gender and condition remained significant, ␤ ⫽ .57, t(55) ⫽
2.59, p ⫽ .012. A Sobel test of the reduction in the direct stereotype activation effect was not significant (Z ⫽ 1.04, p ⫽ .30). It

Figure 2. Mean number of errors as a function of gender and condition
in Study 2.

can thus be concluded that the predicted effect on inaccuracy does
not seem to be mediated by speed.2

Motivation and Expectancy
For motivation, a marginal condition main effect emerged, with
those in the stereotype condition being more motivated than those
in the control condition, F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.92, p ⫽ .053. This main
effect, however, was qualified by a significant Gender ⫻ Condition interaction, F(1, 56) ⫽ 4.58, p ⫽ .037, indicating that men in
the stereotype condition (M ⫽ 6.29, SD ⫽ 1.64) tended to be more
motivated than those in the control condition (M ⫽ 4.47, SD ⫽
2.13), whereas no such difference was found for women (M ⫽
5.87, SD ⫽ 1.55, and M ⫽ 5.94, SD ⫽ 1.44, respectively). No
gender main effect emerged, F(1, 56) ⫽ 1.42, p ⫽ .23.
To determine whether motivation mediated the results, first it
was determined whether motivation covaried with the dependent
measures. Although it was unrelated to speed (␤ ⬍ .01), there was
a significant relationship with inaccuracy such that participants
who indicated more motivation committed fewer mistakes, ␤ ⫽
⫺.28, t(58) ⫽ ⫺2.20, p ⫽ .032. Therefore, inaccuracy was regressed onto gender, condition, and their interaction as well as on
motivation as the potential mediator. This analysis yielded only the
predicted Gender ⫻ Condition interaction, ␤ ⫽ .56, t(55) ⫽ 2.57,
p ⫽ .013. The effect of motivation on inaccuracy was not significant, ␤ ⫽ ⫺.18, t(55) ⫽ ⫺1.38, p ⫽ .173. To conclude, general
motivation did not seem to mediate the expected interaction effect.
2

Figure 1. Mean number of items attempted as a function of gender and
condition in Study 2.

As the previous analyses showed, activating the stereotype influenced
men’s speed as well as their accuracy whereas it did not reliably influence
women’s speed or accuracy. Therefore, a second analysis was conducted to
determine whether speed might have mediated the effect of stereotype
activation on inaccuracy for men alone. However, when inaccuracy was
regressed onto both stereotype activation and speed, stereotype activation
remained significant in the equation, ␤ ⫽ .43, t(26) ⫽ 2.45, p ⫽ .021,
whereas speed was no longer a significant predictor of inaccuracy, ␤ ⫽ .21,
t(26) ⫽ 1.22, p ⫽ .235. This indicates that the effect of stereotype
activation on men’s accuracy was independent of its effect on their speed
of performance as also evidenced by a nonsignificant Sobel test (Z ⫽ 1.03,
p ⫽ .30).
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A nonsignificant Sobel test corroborated this conclusion (Z ⫽
1.16, p ⫽ .25).3
Analyses with performance expectancy as the dependent variable revealed a tendency for men (M ⫽ 6.10) to expect a better
result than women (M ⫽ 5.35), F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.24, p ⫽ .077. No
difference in performance expectancy was found for condition
(F ⬍ 1), nor for the Gender ⫻ Condition interaction, F(1, 56) ⫽
1.31, p ⫽ .25. Therefore, no mediational analysis was conducted.

Discussion
We have argued that activated stereotypes, by inducing a regulatory focus, have differential effects on different aspects of performance. In line with this reasoning, we found in Study 2 that the
activation of a negative stereotype concerning ability leads to
slower performance in that domain whereas the activation of a
positive stereotype leads to faster performance. Furthermore, we
found that the activation of a negative stereotype leads to more and
the activation of a positive stereotype to less accurate performance
compared with a control group. Thus, whether stereotype activation leads to performance increments or decrements depends on
the match between the requirements of the task and participants’
motivational orientation.
Contrast analyses revealed that the effects were only reliable for
men or for the activation of the negative stereotype. This could
mean that we were less successful in activating the positive stereotype than the negative one. Another possible explanation would
be that the performance of women in the control condition was
already almost as fast as possible, taking into account the time that
it takes to read the items. Note that this asymmetry can be observed
in most of the studies on stereotype threat, such as in the original
studies by Steele and Aronson (1995), for example, where White
men’s performance did not improve when the racial stereotype was
activated.
The fact that men in the stereotype condition indicated higher
motivation than those in the control condition points to the possibility that the rather explicit activation of the stereotype in this
study might have motivated male participants to try to disconfirm
the stereotype. Reported motivation, however, was not responsible
for the differential stereotype activation effects on men and
women, as the mediational analysis indicates. Thus, it seems that
the specific motivational orientations of prevention vigilance versus promotion eagerness and not the general motivation of the
participants per se were responsible for the obtained pattern.

Study 3
In Study 2, we found evidence that performance is faster under
a positive than under a negative stereotype and that it is more
accurate under a negative than under a positive stereotype. The
overall pattern of results obtained in this study thus evidently
confirms our hypotheses. However, it should be noted that some of
the predicted effects did not emerge as clearly as desired. Several
factors might have attenuated the experimental power for uncovering the predicted effect. First, stereotype-threat effects can best
be diagnosed when individual differences in ability are taken into
account. Therefore, in most of the studies on stereotype threat,
participants’ general ability level for certain tasks (e.g., such as
reflected in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores) is assessed, which
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then serves as a statistical control for actual performance. Because
we predicted differential effects on different aspects of performance, we decided not to use such control measures for Study 2.
Furthermore, the fact that the positive and the negative stereotype
applied to different groups (women and men, respectively) gave us
little experimental control over potential sources of variance, a
problem that other studies on the effects of regulatory focus
induction do not face. Additionally, by not using one of the tasks
that had been extensively pretested to be responsive to regulatory
focus strategic concerns, we explored the scope of tasks that are
affected by the phenomenon but lost some of the power of these
well-established measures. And finally, the usage of preexisting
stereotypes helped establish the external validity of the observed
effects but entailed the problem of asymmetric stereotypes, that is,
differential stereotype accessibility for the positively and the negatively stereotyped group.
Therefore, we conducted a further study where we used a task
that had been pretested to be sensitive to regulatory focus concerns
(Förster et al., 2003) and experimentally manipulated the stereotype condition. By doing this, we could make sure that the positive
stereotype would be equally applicable and strong as the negative
stereotype. Even though some external validity might get lost
when experimentally inducing stereotypes instead of using preexisting ones, such a procedure can reduce variance and can rule out
other potential explanations for the effects, such as personality
differences or habitual responses to activation of a particular
stereotype. This should enable us to obtain clearer evidence concerning the effects of positive stereotypes on speed and accuracy.
We used the same stereotype ascription procedure as in Study 1.
The task consisted of connecting numbered dots as quickly and as
accurately as possible.

Method
Design and Participants
The experiment took the form of a one-factorial design with the ascribed
stereotype factor comprising three levels (negative vs. control vs. positive).
The speed and accuracy with which participants connected numbered dots
in three different figures served as primary dependent measures. Fifty-six
students at the University of Würzburg were recruited for a battery containing several unrelated experiments and were randomly assigned to one
of the three experimental groups. None of the students were majoring in
psychology. There were 20 participants in the positive stereotype condition, 19 in the negative stereotype condition, and 16 in the control condition. The battery lasted about 1 hr, and participants were paid DM 12 (at
the time approximately $6 US) for participation.

Stimulus Material
To measure speed and accuracy, we used three pictures from a children’s
drawing book. The task was to draw a picture by connecting numbered dots

3
Again, because the contrast for stereotype activation was only significant for men, a second analysis was conducted to determine whether
general motivation might have mediated the effect of stereotype activation
on inaccuracy for men alone. However, when inaccuracy was regressed
onto both stereotype activation and motivation, stereotype activation remained significant in the equation, ␤ ⫽ .42, t(26) ⫽ 2.28, p ⫽ .031,
whereas motivation did not, ␤ ⫽ ⫺.19, t(26) ⫽ ⫺1.04, p ⫽ .31.
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in the order of their number. When correctly completed, all pictures
depicted cartoon animals whose names were printed on the bottom of the
page (e.g., “Kamel” [camel]). This labeling was done to control for higher
order cognitive mediation, such as ability to imagine the animal behind the
dots (see Förster et al., 2003).

Procedure
On arrival at the laboratory, participants were told that they were
participating in several unrelated studies, conducted together for economic
purposes. Then, they completed tasks unrelated to the present experiment
for about 30 min. The present experiment was introduced as a cognitive
performance test for students. To heighten motivation to do well on the
test, the following paragraph4 explained the alleged purpose of the test:
Contemporary research shows that individuals who do well on the
task are frequently found to have excellent “abstract imagination.”
Abstract imagination is necessary to make the right decisions in a
world that is becoming more and more interconnected. More and more
complex and global problems and tasks call for new strategies of
problem solving that draw essentially on abstract imagination. The
present test is designed to investigate which students possess this
ability to a high degree and which ones do not.
Then, the positive and negative stereotypes were ascribed the same way
as in Study 1. For participants in the control condition, the sentence
inducing the stereotype was left out. Afterward, participants were instructed to be both fast and accurate. They read that “accurate” meant to
actually hit the dot they were connecting, and “fast” meant to connect as
many dots as possible. They further read that both results would be used to
calculate a compound measure that could predict success in their studies as
well as other cognitive achievements. Participants were again reminded
that they should be both accurate and fast and that they had 30 s for each
of the three pictures. Pretesting indicated that nobody completed a picture
within the time period.
Next, participants were asked to indicate their major, followed by ratings
of performance expectancy, motivation, and liking for the task as in Study
1. The experimenter started and stopped the time for each picture with a
stopwatch. The pictures were always presented in the same order. At the
end of the experimental session, participants were debriefed, thanked, and
paid.

Results
Test Performance
Speed measure. The speed measure, the mean number of dots
connected in the three pictures, showed the expected main effect
for ascribed stereotype, F(2, 52) ⫽ 11.66, p ⬍ .001. Participants
who had been exposed to the positive stereotype (M ⫽ 56.42,
SD ⫽ 8.74) were faster than those in the neutral condition (M ⫽
51.02, SD ⫽ 6.51), t(52) ⫽ 2.16, p ⫽ .018 (one-tailed), whereas
those exposed to the negative stereotype (M ⫽ 44.88, SD ⫽ 6.69)
were slower than those in the neutral condition, t(52) ⫽ ⫺2.43,
p ⫽ .009 (one-tailed).
Inaccuracy measure unadjusted for speed. For the inaccuracy
measure, the average number of dots left out or not crossed
correctly across the three pictures, the expected main effect of
ascribed stereotype emerged, F(2, 52) ⫽ 12.51, p ⬍ .001. Participants in the negative stereotype condition were the least inaccurate (M ⫽ 3.07, SD ⫽ 2.93) whereas those in the positive stereotype condition were the most inaccurate (M ⫽ 8.95, SD ⫽ 4.52);
the result for the control condition fell in between (M ⫽ 5.94,

SD ⫽ 3.24). Contrast analyses for the predicted effects show that
both the positive stereotype condition, t(52) ⫽ 2.45, p ⫽ .009
(one-tailed), and the negative stereotype condition, t(52) ⫽ 2.30,
p ⫽ .012 (one-tailed), differed significantly from the neutral
condition.
Inaccuracy measure adjusted for speed. It was then determined whether the effect of the manipulation on inaccuracy was
mediated by its effect on the speed of performance. The coefficient
of speed predicting inaccuracy was ␤ ⫽ .62, t(53) ⫽ 5.82, p ⬍
.001. Given this significant result, a mediational analysis for the
effect of stereotype ascription (positive vs. negative stereotype) on
inaccuracy with speed as a mediator was conducted. This analysis
showed that partial mediation had occurred. The regression coefficients were significant for stereotype condition predicting accuracy, ␤ ⫽ .62, t(37) ⫽ 4.79, p ⬍ .001; stereotype condition
predicting speed, ␤ ⫽ .60, t(37) ⫽ 4.61, p ⬍ .001; and speed
predicting accuracy when stereotype condition was controlled,
␤ ⫽ .49, t(36) ⫽ 3.45, p ⫽ .001. This significant mediation was
confirmed in a significant Sobel test (Z ⫽ 2.75, p ⫽ .006).
Furthermore, stereotype condition still significantly predicted accuracy when speed was controlled, ␤ ⫽ .32, t(36) ⫽ 2.26, p ⫽
.030, indicating that the mediation was only partial. The treatment
thus did have an independent effect on inaccuracy, which, however, was considerably weaker than its effect when speed was not
controlled.

Motivation, Liking of the Task, and Expectancy
There was a tendency for those in the control condition to expect
a better performance (M ⫽ 5.47, SD ⫽ 1.30) than those in the
negative stereotype condition (M ⫽ 4.70, SD ⫽ 1.34) or the
positive stereotype condition (M ⫽ 4.30, SD ⫽ 1.53), F(2, 52) ⫽
3.00, p ⫽ .058. For liking of the task and motivation, no group
effect emerged (all Fs ⬍ 1). Therefore, no mediational analyses
were conducted.

Discussion
Study 3 provided further support for the hypothesis that positive
stereotypes enhance the speed of performance whereas negative
stereotypes enhance accuracy. Consistent with the self-regulation
approach proposed in this article, we were able to show that speed
and accuracy are influenced in different directions by positive and
negative stereotypes. Given that we found evidence for regulatory
focus induction with the same manipulation on a different dependent variable in Study 1, these results point to the validity of our
regulatory focus account for the effects of positive as well as
negative stereotypes. The fact that in Study 2 as well as in Study
3 the effects of stereotype condition on accuracy remained significant when controlling for its effect on speed justifies the separate
consideration of both aspects of performance. This conclusion is
also supported by four studies by Förster et al. (2003), who found
strong independent effects of regulatory focus on both aspects of
performance.
Study 3 extended the findings from Study 2 in two important
aspects. First, we obtained conclusive evidence not only for
4
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from Beate Seibt.
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heightened vigilance under negative stereotypes (slower and more
accurate performance) but also for heightened eagerness motivation under positive stereotypes (faster and less accurate performance). Second, the task used in Study 3 has already been shown
to be influenced by regulatory focus (Förster et al., 2003). Finding
the predicted effects in this task can thus give us more confidence
that regulatory focus did indeed mediate them.
One could argue that the results by Leyens, Desert, Croizet, and
Darcis (2000), who found that men exposed to the stereotype of
less emotional sensitivity than women produced more false alarms
when judging the emotionality of verbal material, contradict our
reasoning. It seems to us, though, that the specific content of the
stereotype of men being less emotional than women implies specific strategies to avoid confirming the stereotype. The stereotype
of not being emotional can be counteracted by trying to detect as
much emotional information as possible, which in turn can be
accomplished by lowering the response criterion for saying that a
word does indeed have emotional content. This specific strategy
would then override the prevention strategy of avoiding false
positives. Most of the stereotypes considered in the stereotypethreat literature, however, do not contain specific strategies that
might help to disconfirm them (“bad in mathematics,” “low intellectual abilities,” “bad driver,” etc.). Furthermore, in most performance tasks used, it is not clear to the participant which strategies
would help or hinder their solution. In these kinds of tasks, it
should be the regulatory focus strategic concerns that determine
the probability of the different kinds of errors (see Förster et al.,
1998).
Furthermore, assuming that careful and accurate behavior facilitates golf playing, one might expect individuals in a prevention
focus to be better at golf. The results by Stone et al. (1999),
however, showed that Black as well as White males needed more
strokes to finish the course when under stereotype threat. We argue
that this is not inconsistent with a regulatory focus model. Beilock
and Carr (2001) found that skilled performance suffers when the
reward of another person is contingent on the participant’s success
(for similar results, see also Butler & Baumeister, 1998). They
argued that such a condition produces extra performance pressure,
which in turn leads to explicit monitoring and thereby hurts performance when proceduralized skills are involved. Thus, it is
conceivable that prevention focus vigilance interferes with automatized complex psychomotoric skills. One possible mechanism is
that automatic processes like eye– hand coordination are disrupted
by conscious control, which can result from a state of high vigilance. Further, the kind of accuracy typical for prevention focus
(avoiding mistakes) might not be the kind of accuracy necessary
for a good golf performance (approaching the hole). The latter
might, on a conceptual level, indeed be more compatible with
promotion focus eagerness for hits than with prevention focus
vigilance. Research on regulatory focus strategies has begun to
systematically investigate the interaction of task characteristics
and regulatory foci for a variety of tasks (i.e., Crowe & Higgins,
1997; Förster et al., 2003; Friedman & Förster, 2001; Liberman,
Molden, Idson, & Higgins, 2001). However, the results do not yet
allow prediction of the effects of regulatory foci for all possible
tasks. Therefore, this article relies on types of tasks that already
have been shown to be influenced by regulatory focus concerns,
because the main aim is to show that stereotypes can influence
performance by activating regulatory foci.
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Regulatory focus has been shown to not only affect the speed
and accuracy of performance but also creativity and analytic
thinking. As Friedman and Förster (2001) showed, a promotion
focus enhances different aspects of creative thinking whereas a
prevention focus impedes them. In the context of the present
regulatory model of stereotype-threat effects, it is therefore predicted that the activation of positive stereotypes enhances creativity and the activation of negative stereotypes impedes it. Study 4,
then, explores whether the activation of a negative stereotype leads
to performance decrements relative to the activation of a positive
stereotype in a task requiring creative thinking. In Study 5, the
effects of ascribed stereotypes on creative thinking are assessed
using typicality judgments as dependent measure (see Friedman &
Förster, 2000, Experiment 6).
For analytic thinking, on the other hand, a different pattern of
effects is expected. A prevention focus enhances performance in
analytic tasks whereas a promotion focus impedes it (Friedman &
Förster, 2000). Consequently, we expected participants under negative stereotypes to show a better performance in an analytic task
than participants under positive stereotypes. Studies 4 and 5 therefore also contain a task assessing analytic thinking to test this
prediction. If the studies confirm these hypotheses, this will be first
evidence for a reversal of stereotype-threat effects in specific kinds
of tasks.

Study 4
In the following study, we gave participants under positive or
negative stereotypes a task capturing aspects of creativity and one
measuring analytic thinking. We assumed that positive stereotypes
would enhance creativity and undermine analytic thinking and that
negative stereotypes would enhance analytic thinking and diminish
creative processes. To assess creativity, we used a task measuring
creative generation (Friedman & Förster, 2001), namely, the brick
task, where participants have to generate as many creative uses for
a brick as they can think of. For the analytic task, we used items
from the analytic section of the GRE. Whereas the brick task
profits from breaking mental set, reencoding of the stimulus, and
unconscious broader memory search (creative heuristics according
to Amabile, 1996; Schooler & Melcher, 1995), the analytic tasks
rely on adherence to well-known algorithms as opposed to heuristics (Amabile, 1996; Friedman & Förster, 2000). The former has
been found to profit from a promotion focus (Friedman & Förster,
2002) in which people broaden their minds to come up with novel
ideas and solutions. The latter, however, profited from a prevention focus (Friedman & Förster, 2000), which enables people to
carefully process the information given and to choose the appropriate solution path without getting distracted by more remote
information. Note, however, that not every task called “analytical”
requires purely analytical strategies. We therefore chose a processpure task that has been successfully used in other research on
motivation-induced cognitive tuning processes (Friedman & Förster, 2000).

Method
Design and Participants
The experiment took the form of a one-factorial design with the ascribed
stereotype factor comprising two levels (negative vs. positive). The depen-
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dent measures were the brick task (Friedman & Förster, 2001) and four
translated GRE tasks (Friedman & Förster, 2000). Twenty-eight German
students from the city of Bremen were recruited for a battery containing
several unrelated experiments at IUB and were randomly assigned to one
of the two experimental groups. The battery lasted about 1 hr, and participants were paid €7 (at the time equivalent to $7 US) for participation. The
experiment took place at IUB with experimenters from different nations.
As in Study 1, there was always a German experimenter present in case our
German participants had any questions. Three participants did not follow
instructions and had to be omitted from the analyses below.

“to build a house.” For this new sample, 25 solutions were reported
that were not part of the original expert ratings. Therefore, 5 new
independent experts rated these new solutions along the same
rating scale. Before they rated the new solutions, they had been
asked to read the old solutions and their ratings carefully to
become familiar with the scale. Then, we calculated the mean
creativity score for each participant (summed ratings for each
response rendered divided by the total number of responses).

Test Performance
Stimulus Material
The brick task. Participants were instructed to generate as many creative uses for a brick as they could think of. They were asked to refrain
from listing typical uses or from listing uses that are virtually impossible.
The dependent variable of interest was the creativity of the uses for a brick
generated by participants as rated by independent experts.
The analytic task. Participants also worked on four logic problems
from the analytical reasoning section of the GRE, translated into German.
These problems involve evaluating the truth value of a number of propositions given an initial set of basic facts. This initial information was the
same for all four problems. Within each problem, the task consisted of
choosing which of four given propositions was true. The problems had
been carefully chosen with the premise that they demand little in the way
of mental restructuring and do not require cognitive search for information
beyond that provided but instead require deductive reasoning and careful
application of the laws of logic.

Procedure
Participants were told that they were participating in several unrelated
studies, conducted together for economic purposes. They then completed
tasks unrelated to the present experiment for about 60 min. Then, they were
asked to participate in a cognitive performance test for students. To make
the task more relevant, participants were told that the task is highly
correlated with intelligence scores. The same instructions as in Study 1
were used to induce positive and negative stereotypes. Then, participants
answered the questions on performance expectancy, liking of the task, and
motivation. Furthermore, we also assessed their mood (“How do you feel
right now?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ very bad to 9 ⫽ very good), because mood
is known to affect creativity as well as analytic thinking. Then, the analytic
task was introduced as a test of verbal abilities. Participants were given 5
min to solve this task. On completion, participants were asked to solve the
creativity task. They were interrupted after 1 min and told to stop generating uses. At the end of the experiment, participants were debriefed,
thanked, and paid.

Results
Data Coding
In former research using the brick task (Friedman & Förster,
2001), 12 independent scorers (members of the University of
Würzburg psychology department) were asked to rate the creativity of the 117 different uses participants generated on a 9-point
scale (“How creative is this response?”), anchored at 1 (very
uncreative) and 9 (very creative), with an explicit midpoint of 5
(neither creative nor uncreative). The means of these ratings were
used to score the creativity of each response given by our participants. An example of a creative response was “to use it as a
makeup for carnival” or “to show that I am just another brick in the
wall”; an example of an uncreative solution was “to throw it” or

As expected, the positive stereotype group had a higher creativity score (M ⫽ 4.44, SD ⫽ 0.49) than the negative stereotype
group (M ⫽ 3.87, SD ⫽ 0.48), t(23) ⫽ 2.93, p ⫽ .008, reflecting
the typical finding that stereotype threat undermines task performance. However, for the analytic task, the reverse pattern was
found. Here, a negative stereotype led to better performance (M ⫽
1.46, SD ⫽ 0.78) than a positive one (M ⫽ 0.83, SD ⫽ 0.72),
t(23) ⫽ ⫺2.10, p ⫽ .047.

Motivation, Expectancy, Mood, and Liking of the Task
There was no effect of stereotype condition on either mood,
motivation, or performance expectancy (all ts ⬍ 1.5, all ps ⬎ .17).
We found, however, a tendency for those in the positive stereotype
group (M ⫽ 6.33, SD ⫽ 1.50) to like the task better than those in
the negative stereotype group (M ⫽ 5.15, SD ⫽ 1.68), t(23) ⫽
1.85, p ⫽ .077. When regressing the performance measures on
liking, we found a marginal effect on the creativity score, ␤ ⫽ .39,
t(23) ⫽ 2.01, p ⫽ .056, and none on analytic performance (␤ ⫽
⫺.03, t ⬍ 1). When stereotype condition was entered along with
liking in the regression analysis, however, liking no longer predicted creativity, ␤ ⫽ .23, t(22) ⫽ 1.21, p ⬎ .23, whereas stereotype condition did, ␤ ⫽ .44, t(22) ⫽ 2.33, p ⫽ .030. Thus, liking
does not seem to mediate the effects of stereotype condition on
performance.

Discussion
As predicted, the effect of ascribed stereotype on task performance differed as a function of the requirements of the tasks. For
tasks requiring creativity, the usual stereotype-threat effect was
observed. For tasks requiring analytical thinking and great attention to detail, on the other hand, the reverse pattern emerged. These
results, then, provide evidence for improvement as well as undermining of task performance due to negative stereotypes. Thus,
regulatory focus theory provides a framework to generate specific
predictions of how task characteristics and activated stereotypes
jointly determine task performance. These findings can help to
judge when performance decrements due to activated negative
stereotypes should be expected and when they are less likely to
occur.
Even though the brick task has high face validity, it is influenced
by many different processes and bound to rather subjective ratings.
Therefore, we replicated Study 4 with a different creativity task
tapping regulatory focus strategies more directly. One reason why
creativity profits from a promotion focus eagerness is broadening
conceptual attention or, in other words, the more extensive activation of unrelated networks (cf. Friedman & Förster, 2000, 2002).
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A solution like using the ground brick as makeup for a carnival
requires the activation of at least two quite unrelated mental
networks, the network of a brick and the network of a carnival.
One task that captures this aspect of creativity and that profited
from approach cues (Friedman & Förster, 2000) was used in Study
5. In addition, the motivational experiences of vigilance and eagerness are assessed, because these specific experiences should be
affected by a regulatory focus manipulation.

Study 5
Study 5 was conducted to obtain further evidence that a positive
stereotype leads to more creativity and a negative stereotype to less
whereas a negative stereotype leads to better analytic performance
and a positive stereotype to worse. In a task inspired by Isen and
Daubman (1984), participants rated the goodness of fit of weak
exemplars (e.g., “camel”) of a given category (e.g., “vehicle”).
This task captures two main classic components of creative thinking: unconscious mental search and breaking context-induced
mental set (Schooler & Melcher, 1995). As proposed by Isen
(1987), more inclusive categorization (i.e., higher goodness-of-fit
ratings) may reflect more extensive underlying search for shared
features between weak and prototypical exemplars. The tendency
to include atypical exemplars as members of a given category may
also be seen as set breaking, inasmuch as it may entail overcoming
preexisting assumptions regarding the criteria for category membership; this capacity is another important ingredient of creative
processes. For instance “foot” may be included as a member of the
category “vehicles” if the common assumption that body parts do
not represent vehicles is called into question or momentarily held
aside. Thus, it was expected that atypical exemplars would be seen
as better category members when participants were told that their
in-group could do the task better than the out-group than when
they were told that the out-group could do the task better than the
in-group. The judgments of the control group were expected to fall
in between.
Furthermore, we wanted to assess more directly the mediating
processes. We reasoned that promotion eagerness should be enhanced when participants think that their in-group is better and that
prevention vigilance is enhanced under stereotype threat. These
motivational experiences could then mediate the different tasks:
Cognitive flexibility as measured by the categorization task should
be mediated by eagerness, whereas analytical reasoning should be
mediated by vigilance. Mediation by current mood and general
motivation, on the other hand, was not expected. We therefore
assessed these variables and tested for mediation.

Method
Design and Participants
The experiment took the form of a one-factorial design with the ascribed
stereotype factor comprising three levels (negative stereotype vs. control
vs. positive stereotype). The dependent measures were a German adaptation of the categorization task (Friedman & Förster, 2000; Isen & Daubman, 1984) and the analytical task from Study 4. Forty-two German
students from the city of Bremen were recruited for a battery containing
several unrelated experiments and were randomly assigned to one of the
three experimental groups. The battery lasted about 1 hr and participants
were paid €7 (at the time equivalent to $7 US) for participation. One
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participant was excluded from the experiment because he threatened the
female experimenter.

Stimulus Material
A paper-and-pencil version of the categorization task (Isen & Daubman,
1984) was used to measure participants’ creativity. Participants were
provided with four category names (“furniture,” “vehicle,” “vegetable,”
and “clothing”), each followed by nine items. Three of these items were
good exemplars, three were moderately good exemplars, and three were
poor exemplars for the category (see Friedman & Förster, 2000). Participants were asked to rate the typicality of each exemplar for the relevant
category on a 10-point scale anchored at 0 (very poor example) and 9 (very
good example). Category order was randomly assigned.

Procedure
On arrival at the laboratory, participants were told that they were
participating in several unrelated studies, conducted together for economical purposes. They then completed tasks unrelated to the present experiment for about 20 min. Then, they were asked to participate in a cognitive
performance test for students. The same instructions as in Study 1 were
used to convey information about the performance of the in-group. To
make the tasks self-relevant, participants were told that the tasks correlate
highly with intelligence. Both tasks were introduced as tests of verbal
abilities that can predict people’s performance in various other intellectual
tasks, such as abstract thinking. Then, participants were instructed to
indicate their major. Afterward, performance expectancies and liking of the
task were assessed as in Study 1. In addition, we checked for the regulatory
focus–specific motivational experiences of vigilance (“How careful are
you now?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ not at all to 9 ⫽ very careful) and eagerness
(“How eager are you right now?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ not at all to 9 ⫽ very
eager). Moreover, general motivation (“How motivated are you in general
to do the task?” on a scale from 1 ⫽ not at all to 9 ⫽ very much) and
current mood (as in Study 4) were measured. Participants worked on the
task for a self-paced period of time. After they completed the task, the
analytic task was introduced as another test of verbal abilities. Here,
participants were instructed to complete the task within 5 min and were
stopped after that period of time by the experimenter. At the end of the
experiment, participants were debriefed, thanked, and paid.

Results
Creativity and Analytic Performance
The categorization task. We hypothesized that the negative
stereotype diminishes the inclusiveness of categorization whereas
the positive stereotype augments it. To assess these predictions, we
separately calculated the average typicality ratings for both the 12
atypical (i.e., poor) exemplars and the 24 typical (i.e., good and
moderately good) exemplars, indexed by experimental condition
and typicality (see Table 2).
Table 2 reveals that as expected, participants in the positive
stereotype condition rated the poor exemplars as better members of
their respective categories than did participants in the control
condition or participants in the negative stereotype condition. To
assess the reliability of these differences, the typicality ratings for
the atypical exemplars were subjected to an ANOVA with the
factor stereotype comprising three levels. This analysis revealed
that the differences among experimental conditions were reliable,
F(2, 38) ⫽ 9.86, p ⬍ .001. Planned contrasts between the cell
means supplemented this ANOVA. Here, the difference between
average ratings of the positive stereotype and the control group
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Table 2
Study 5: Mean Typicality Ratings for Poor and Good Exemplars
in the Categorization Task and Mean Number of Solutions in
the Analytic Task by Condition
Ascribed stereotype
Measure
Atypical exemplars
M
SD
Typical exemplars
M
SD
Analytic task
M
SD

Positive

Negative

None

2.99
1.03

1.46
0.64

2.13
0.97

6.93
0.64

7.29
0.96

6.94
0.94

0.79
0.70

2.23
1.36

1.50
0.94

was reliable, t(38) ⫽ 2.53, p ⫽ .008 (one-tailed), as was the
difference between positive stereotype and negative stereotype,
t(38) ⫽ 4.42, p ⬍ .001 (one-tailed) and the difference between the
negative stereotype and the control condition, t(38) ⫽ 1.94, p ⫽
.030 (one-tailed). As an inspection of the means in Table 2 suggests, there were no reliable differences found for the good exemplars (F ⬍ 1). This pattern reveals that the group differences found
for the atypical members did not result from a simple response
bias.
The analytic task. We calculated the number of GRE problems
solved out of the four presented. The mean number of problems
solved, indexed by experimental condition, are summarized in
Table 2. As predicted, participants with a negative stereotype
solved more GRE tasks correctly than did participants in the
control group or participants with a positive stereotype. The
ANOVA testing the reliability between the differences was significant, F(2, 38) ⫽ 6.66, p ⬍ .005. Planned contrasts revealed a
significant difference between the positive stereotype and the
control condition, t(38) ⫽ 1.83, p ⫽ .037 (one-tailed); a significant
difference between the negative stereotype and the control condition, t(38) ⫽ 1.85, p ⫽ .036 (one-tailed); and a significant difference between the positive and the negative stereotype condition,
t(38) ⫽ 3.65, p ⬍ .001 (one-tailed).

Motivation, Expectancy, Mood, and Liking of the Task
ANOVAs for mood, vigilance, eagerness, general motivation,
performance expectancy, and liking of the task by stereotype
condition were conducted. The only reliable differences were
found for vigilance and eagerness. Here, as predicted, participants
with the negative stereotype reported higher vigilance (M ⫽ 7.77,
SD ⫽ 1.24) than participants in the control condition (M ⫽ 6.14,
SD ⫽ 1.83), followed by participants with the positive stereotype
(M ⫽ 4.71, SD ⫽ 2.16). The differences were reliable, F(2, 38) ⫽
9.73, p ⬍ .001. Planned contrasts revealed that the difference in
vigilance between positive stereotype and control group was reliable, t(38) ⫽ 2.10, p ⫽ .021, as well as between negative stereotype and control group, t(38) ⫽ 2.35, p ⫽ .012 and between
positive and negative stereotype groups, t(38) ⫽ 4.41, p ⬍ .001.
This pattern is consistent with our hypothesis that negative stereotypes induce a prevention focus of vigilance. Furthermore, vigi-

lance motivation decreased when the positive stereotype was
induced.
In addition, as predicted, for eagerness the reverse pattern
emerged. Here, participants with a positive stereotype reported
higher eagerness (M ⫽ 7.93, SD ⫽ 1.38) than participants in the
control group (M ⫽ 6.21, SD ⫽ 1.67), followed by participants
with negative stereotypes (M ⫽ 4.69, SD ⫽ 1.44). These differences were reliable, F(2, 38) ⫽ 15.64, p ⬍ .001, and planned
contrasts revealed that the positive stereotype condition differed
from the control condition, t(38) ⫽ 3.01, p ⫽ .002 (one-tailed);
that the negative stereotype condition differed from the control
condition, t(38) ⫽ 2.63, p ⫽ .006 (one-tailed); and that the negative stereotype condition differed from the positive stereotype
condition, t(38) ⫽ 5.58, p ⬍ .001. There were no reliable differences for mood, general motivation, performance expectancy, and
liking of the task (all Fs ⬍ 2.1, all ps ⬎.12).
Next, we tested whether eagerness or vigilance mediated the
effect of experimental condition (positive vs. negative stereotype)
on typicality ratings for atypical exemplars (see Figure 3). These
analyses revealed that stereotype condition predicted typicality
ratings, ␤ ⫽ .68, t(25) ⫽ 4.62, p ⬍ .001, as well as eagerness
ratings, ␤ ⫽ .77, t(25) ⫽ 5.96, p ⬍ .001. When entered jointly,
eagerness had a significant effect on the typicality ratings, ␤ ⫽ .56,
t(24) ⫽ 2.73, p ⫽ .011, and the effect of stereotype condition was
reduced to nonsignificance, ␤ ⫽ .25, t(24) ⫽ 1.22, p ⫽ .233. The
corresponding Sobel test corroborated this conclusion (Z ⫽ 2.51,
p ⫽ .012). Thus, eagerness motivation mediated the effect of
ascribed stereotype on inclusiveness of categorization.
The effect of stereotype condition on vigilance motivation was
also significant, ␤ ⫽ ⫺.66, t(25) ⫽ ⫺4.46, p ⬍ .001. When used
along with stereotype condition to predict typicality ratings, however, vigilance motivation did not have a unique effect, ␤ ⫽ .20,
t(24) ⫽ 1.04, p ⬎ .30. Stereotype condition did not predict general
motivation, expectancy, or liking (all ␤s ⬎ .24, all ts ⬍ 1.3, all
ps ⬎ .22).
We then repeated the mediational analyses for the score in the
analytical task as dependent variable. As already reported, stereotype condition predicted the analytical score, ␤ ⫽ ⫺.57, t(25) ⫽
⫺3.50, p ⫽ .002. In a next step, the analytic score was regressed
onto stereotype condition and eagerness. Eagerness did not have a
unique effect over and above ascribed stereotype (␤ ⫽ ⫺.08, t ⬍
1). Then, the analytic score was regressed onto stereotype condition and vigilance. Here, vigilance had a marginal unique effect on
analytic performance, ␤ ⫽ .41, t(24) ⫽ 1.98, p ⫽ .060. In this

Figure 3. Mediational analysis for eagerness mediating the stereotype
condition effect on typicality ratings in Study 5. *p ⬍ .05. ***p ⬍ .001.
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analysis, the effect of ascribed stereotype was reduced considerably, ␤ ⫽ ⫺.30, t(24) ⫽ 1.45, p ⫽ .161 (see Figure 4). However,
because the expected mediator did not have a significant unique
effect, the data do not allow a clear conclusion as to whether
mediation did indeed occur or not. Again, the Sobel test corroborated the results of the regression analyses (Z ⫽ 1.81, p ⫽ .071).
It can thus be concluded that there is some evidence of vigilance
motivation mediating the effects of ascribed stereotype on performance in analytical tasks.
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it is mainly the absence or presence of avoidance motivation that
determines the amount of analytic processing. As was the case for
eagerness and approach motivation, the experience of vigilance
motivation can thus be seen as an indicator of the presence or
absence of avoidance motivation and the risk-averse, systematic,
and vigilant processing style required for solving these kinds of
analytic tasks. Taken together, the results of Study 5 point once
more to the importance of taking into account the specific task
requirements when making predictions about the effects of stereotype activation on performance.

Discussion
Results from Study 5 replicated the findings from Study 4 with
a different creativity measure and the same analytic task. It is
important to note that the inclusion of a control group allowed
comparison of the effects of positive and negative stereotypes. The
results provide evidence for more creative thinking (i.e., more
inclusive categorization as indicated by higher typicality ratings
for atypical exemplars) under positive stereotypes as well as less
creative thinking (i.e., less inclusive categorization) under negative
stereotypes as compared with a control group without stereotype
activation. Furthermore, we found better analytic performance
under negative stereotypes as well as worse analytic performance
under positive stereotypes compared with the control group.
The results for the categorization task replicate results by Friedman and Förster (2000, Experiment 6) who found comparable
evidence in a study where motor actions induced regulatory foci.
The present study found evidence that the effect of activated
stereotypes was mediated by the self-judged eagerness of participants. These findings imply that positive self-stereotypes lead to
the experience of eagerness and to an approach orientation. Negative self-stereotypes lead to an inhibition or lack of approach
means and eagerness. The approach orientation, in turn, is characterized by a riskier, more explorative processing style as evidenced by more inclusive categorizations and the generation of
more creative uses for a brick (Study 4). We thus assume that the
motivational orientation of approach drove the effect of stereotype
activation on the inclusiveness of categorization. The experience
of eagerness, then, is an expression of this approach orientation
rather than the cause of the effect.
The pattern of results for the analytic task points to a processing
advantage for the negative stereotype group and a disadvantage for
the positive stereotype group. The finding that the experience of
vigilance motivation might have mediated the results implies that

General Discussion
Five studies provided evidence that active self-stereotypes can
change the strategic means of task performance by inducing regulatory foci. In general, we found that negative self-stereotypes
fostered a risk-averse, vigilant processing style as indicated by
higher performance accuracy, diminished creativity, and enhanced
analytic thinking whereas positive self-stereotypes fostered a risky,
explorative processing style with enhanced speed and creativity
and diminished analytic thinking. In the first study, active positive
stereotypes led to better recall for episodes describing approach
strategies of goal pursuit whereas active negative stereotypes led to
better recall for episodes describing avoidance strategies (see Higgins et al., 1994). In Study 2, men performed more slowly and also
more accurately when the stereotype about lower verbal abilities of
men was activated than when it was not. For women, stereotype
activation tended to have the opposite effect. In the third study,
individuals who were told that their group underperformed in a
certain domain performed slower and more accurately than individuals who were not told this. Conversely, individuals who were
told that their group performed better in this domain showed faster
and less accurate performance than those who were not told this.
Study 4 showed that the activation of a negative stereotype led to
poorer performance in a creative generation task than the activation of a positive stereotype. At the same time, performance in an
analytic task was improved under negative stereotypes. Finally,
Study 5 provided evidence that the activation of a positive stereotype leads to more inclusive categorization as measured by a
categorization task (Isen & Daubman, 1984) whereas the activation of a negative stereotype leads to less inclusive categorization.
This effect was mediated by eagerness motivation. Furthermore,
Study 5 replicated the effect of stereotype activation on analytic
performance from Study 4 with a control group and found that
both experimental conditions contributed to the effect. Additionally, some evidence for a mediation of this effect by vigilance
motivation was obtained. These findings support our hypothesis
that activating a negative stereotype induces a prevention-focus
state of vigilance and that activating a positive stereotype induces
a promotion focus state of eagerness.

The Mediation of Stereotype-Threat Effects

Figure 4. Mediational analysis for vigilance mediating the stereotype
condition effect on analytical performance in Study 5. ⫹p ⬍ .10. **p ⬍
.01. ***p ⬍ .001.

The detrimental effects of negative self-stereotypes on performance might be regarded as the most disturbing and saddest
phenomenon discovered by social psychologists over the last 2
decades of research on stereotypes. It looks like a tragic vicious
circle: The victims of discrimination actually underperform as
expected by prejudiced beliefs and thereby confirm and perpetuate
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the stereotype. In our studies and in line with former assumptions
(Steele, 1997), we could show that negative stereotypes created
within the experimental situation had the same effects as those that
are culturally inherited: In Studies 3 and 4 we could demonstrate
inhibition of speed or creative generation just by creating a group
of “nonpsychologists” who we described to be worse in a certain
task than the group of psychologists. Our studies tested some of the
limits of stereotype threat, and the bad message appears to be that
the phenomenon is even broader than formerly expected.
This makes it necessary to understand the psychological processes elicited by self-stereotype activation and the boundary
conditions under which their activation does not impede performance or can even improve it. Yet, because stereotypes about
one’s own group can have various motivational, emotional, and
cognitive implications depending on the specific content of the
stereotype and the context in which it is activated, it also appears
to us that there might be a multitude of diverse mechanisms
operating in these situations, all contributing to the effects on
performance. These mechanisms can work in parallel, in sequence,
or can even be conditional on aspects of the situation. Thus, we do
not think that we captured all aspects of stereotype threat in the
studies above, by far; rather, our intention was to identify one class
of motivational mechanisms that might have been overlooked: the
motivational strategies determined by individuals’ regulatory focus. Regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997) can explain why
some aspects of performance can be enhanced or impeded when
self-stereotypes are activated. To make this very clear, we do not
think that these mechanisms are the only ones necessary to produce the effects. We do argue, however, that in order to fully
understand stereotype-threat effects in everyday situations, it is
necessary to take into account the implications that the stereotypes
have for the regulatory focus of a person and thereby for her or his
strategic inclinations.
To give just one example, in our studies, we could not find a
mediation by expectancies; however, we still believe that lowered
expectancies can undermine performances and do not doubt that
stereotype threat can lower expectancies (see Stangor et al., 1998,
and our results in Study 3). However, it seems that negative
stereotypes can also, quite automatically and prior to any experience with the task, elicit certain strategic orientations by inducing
a regulatory focus. These strategic orientations then directly influence task performance. Recent research also shows that positive
and negative feedback, presumably more directly eliciting different expectancies, and regulatory foci have an interactive effect on
performance (Förster, Grant, Idson, & Higgins, 2001). That is,
vigilance motivation is higher when in a prevention focus and
receiving negative feedback, and eagerness motivation is higher
when in a promotion focus and receiving positive feedback. Future
research must show whether the same mechanisms hold when
regulatory foci are induced by negative or positive selfstereotypes. Here, it would be especially intriguing to see whether
positive feedback under activation of positive stereotypes even
enhances speed and creativity and reduces accuracy and analytic
performance.
It is important to note that the mechanism proposed here does
not imply that a valenced stereotype always and automatically
leads to a regulatory focus. Rather, the consequences of stereotype
activation should depend on the self-relevance of the performance
domain. If a person’s self-worth is contingent on her or his

performance in a particular domain, not failing in a test will
become more like a necessity (Crocker, Karpinski, Quinn &
Chase, 2003). Hence, introducing a negative reference point
through a negative stereotype or through negative feedback should
induce a strong prevention focus. Conversely, if a person does not
care about her or his performance in a domain, only a weak
motivation results. If this person in addition has a self-concept of
low ability in the domain, the activation of a group stereotype
might even alleviate some of the performance pressure, leading to
less prevention focus. In other words, when domain identification
is low, confirming the stereotype is not necessarily represented as
a loss (see also Steele, 1997). As a consequence, it should not
induce a prevention focus. Taken together, then, the situations that
elicit strong stereotype-threat effects (high domain relevance plus
activation of a negative stereotype) should be the ones that elicit a
strong prevention focus. In our studies we framed the tasks as
highly relevant. Consequently, we assume that in the present
studies, negative stereotypes could be expected to induce a prevention focus. Further research must show whether relevance
moderates the observed effects.

Positive Stereotypes and Performance
The results obtained in these studies do not only address the
question of when to expect performance improvement or impairment due to activated negative stereotypes; they also show some
conditions under which activated positive stereotypes influence
performance. As such, these results are among the first to look at
effects of positive stereotypes. Of the other studies, some have
found positive effects of activating positive stereotypes, some
negative effects, and some null effects (e.g., Spencer et al., 1999;
Steele & Aronson, 1995). Positive effects of positive stereotypes
were found, for example, in a study by Levy (1996), where the
subliminal activation of the stereotype of wisdom led to better
memory performance in elderly participants compared with a
control group. Recently, Ambady, Shih, Kim, and Pittinsky (2001)
found that Asian girls as young as 5 years performed better than a
control group on a math test when their Asian identity was made
salient (and worse when their female identity was made salient).
Conversely, performance of Asian boys of the same age was
boosted by activation of both their Asian and their male identity.
These findings show that positive stereotypes can boost performance (for similar findings, see Kray, Thompson, & Galinsky,
2001, Experiment 2; Shih et al., 1999).
However, fulfilling a positive stereotype can sometimes turn
into a necessity. In a study by Baumeister, Hamilton, and Tice
(1985), privately expecting success improved performance, but
performance dropped when participants were told that their audience expected them to succeed. Apparently, the performer felt the
necessity of living up to the expectations of the audience. In this
case, a stereotype is not only a reference point but also a standard
of comparison. Accordingly, the situation of confirming the (positive) stereotype would be a nonloss and the situation of not living
up to it a loss. This should be more likely to happen when one is
aware that one’s performance is judged against the high standard
of the positive stereotype (as when the test administrator wants to
find out whether gay men really are so much more creative than
heterosexuals). In line with this reasoning, positive stereotypes
have also been shown to impair performance.
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Brown and Josephs (1999) examined whether only negative
stereotypes can undermine task performance. In their studies, they
framed a math test as either diagnostic of weak but not exceptional
abilities or as diagnostic of exceptional but not weak abilities. As
expected, women underperformed when the test was framed as
diagnostic of weak abilities. It is interesting, however, that male
performance dropped when the test was presented as diagnostic of
exceptional abilities. It seems that male participants in such a test
are afraid of not conforming to the positive stereotype that exists
about their group. Accordingly, when they could attribute failure
to a computer crash impeding their alleged practice opportunity,
performance increased (Brown & Josephs, 1999, Experiment 3).
We argue that in these studies, the instruction plus the stereotype
both probably converged to the impression that an exceptional
performance was expected of men. Thus, meeting this expectancy
or norm would mean not losing, whereas not meeting it would
mean losing. Such a situation should induce a prevention focus.
The stereotype induction methods used in the present experiments,
although explicit, did not communicate a norm to fulfill. Unlike in
the studies by Brown and Josephs, these methods did not convey
the impression that a certain very high cutoff point had to be
reached in order to pass the test. Therefore, we expected the
positive stereotype to induce a promotion focus. In sum, the effects
of activated positive self-stereotypes seem to depend on subtle
variations in the situation or the item content as well as on
individual differences. The reviewed evidence is in line with the
assumption that positive stereotypes sometimes lead to setting
maximal goals and perceiving the situation as a gain–nongain
situation that induces a promotion focus, and sometimes act as
obligations, leading to minimal goals and a perception of the
situation as a nonloss–loss situation that induces a prevention
focus. However, more research is needed to assess how aspects of
the situation and requirements of the task determine the effect of
positive stereotypes on performance.

Measuring Regulatory Focus
The present studies used several methods to measure the effects
of regulatory foci. According to Higgins (1997), the effects of a
prevention focus are (a) sensitivity to absence or presence of
negative outcomes, (b) avoidance as strategic means, (c) a concern
with ensuring correct rejections and ensuring against errors of
commission, and (d) emotions of quiescence versus agitation (anxiety). Correspondingly, a promotion focus leads to (a) sensitivity to
absence or presence of positive outcomes, (b) approach as strategic
means, (c) a concern with ensuring hits and ensuring against errors
of omission, and (d) emotions of cheerfulness versus dejection.
Although we measured the first three outcomes, we did not measure emotions. Two problems make the assessment and interpretation of emotion reports difficult. First, emotion reports are highly
subjective self-report data. Therefore, they are subject to selfpresentational concerns. Second, it is hard to know what the
reported emotions are about unless performance feedback is given.
In a recent study, Keller and Dauenheimer (2003) manipulated
stereotypes in a performance situation and measured dejection,
agitation, cheerfulness, and quiescence after test completion. The
authors proposed that “stereotype threat leads to reduced performance expectations . . . and . . . to an experience of dejection in the
participants when a promotion focus is activated in a test situation”
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(p. 373). Although expectations were not assessed in their study,
they found a significant influence of the stereotype-threat manipulation on dejection. Furthermore, dejection was significantly related to performance, and it mediated the relationship between the
stereotype-threat manipulation and task performance. Thus, a mediation by dejection might point more to an activated promotion
focus. Other studies, however, have found elevated levels of agitation, anxiety, and nervousness in the stereotype-threat condition
(e.g., Josephs, Newman, Brown, & Beer, 2003; Osborne, 2001;
Spencer et al., 1999), which points rather to an activated prevention focus, and Spencer et al. (1999) also found evidence that the
performance deficits might have been mediated by anxiety. The
reason Keller and Dauenheimer found stereotype threat to show a
relationship with promotion focus emotions might be that they
specifically instructed participants to solve as many items as
possible (but did not call for correct answering). Furthermore, the
Keller and Dauenheimer instructions may have reduced potential
self-threat by not describing the test as diagnostic of ability. In
contrast, several studies have found that stereotype-threat effects
only occurred when the test was self-relevant and described as
diagnostic of abilities (Aronson et al., 1999; Croizet & Claire,
1998; Steele & Aronson, 1995; Stone et al., 1999). Given this
atypical picture in the study by Keller and Dauenheimer, it seems
likely that mediation by dejection is restricted to circumstances
when a promotion focus is activated before the stereotype-threat
manipulation occurs. Indeed, Keller and Dauenheimer provided
instructions that “were introduced to heighten the activation of
promotion concerns and to lower possible prevention concerns” (p.
375), which created “specific circumstances eliciting promotion
concerns” (p. 378), or, in other words, that induced a promotion
focus before stereotype threat was manipulated. Thus, it might
well be that the results by Keller and Dauenheimer point to yet
another mechanism through which negative stereotypes can lead to
performance deficits, which, however, are not typical of
stereotype-threat effects as originally described by Steele and
colleagues (e.g., Spencer et al., 1999; Steele & Aronson, 1995). To
advance understanding of self-regulation under stereotype threat,
more research should be addressed to the question of how regulatory strategies and emotions interrelate. There is little research
looking at both outcomes simultaneously (but see Leung & Lam,
2003; Roney, Higgins, & Shah, 1995).

Mode of Stereotype Activation
With regard to the mode of stereotype activation, from a regulatory focus perspective, the explicit induction of stereotypic beliefs used in this series of experiments should not yield different
effects from a more implicit procedure. However, for these effects
to occur it seems important that the induction procedure and the
stereotype itself do not suggest the use of any specific strategies
that are apt to override regulatory focus concerns. Therefore, a
general stereotype (good vs. bad performance) was used in all of
the studies. It should be noted that in some studies, the explicit
activation of stereotypes did yield different results from an implicit
one (e.g., Kray et al., 2001). Although strategic tendencies elicited
by regulatory focus hinge only on the kind of outcome considered
(negative vs. positive), other strategic choices seem to depend on
the amount of elaboration on the stereotype and ways to counteract it.
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Kray et al. (2001, Experiment 3), for example, found that
women negotiated better than men when the stereotype of women
being bad negotiators was activated explicitly but not when it was
activated implicitly. In both conditions, task instructions stated that
the perfect negotiator is rational and assertive and pursues his or
her own interest throughout the negotiation. In the explicit condition, participants were further told that these personality characteristics tend to vary across gender. We think that this statement
made women aware of their possible deficits and motivated them
to form compensatory action intentions. It is important to note that
in the context of this experiment, the compensatory (i.e., assertive)
strategies were both available and achievable (Kray et al., 2001).
These action intentions in turn might very well raise the chance of
successfully negotiating and overriding prevention concerns because of their concrete nature. We thus assume that such strategic
decisions can override the strategic inclinations elicited by regulatory focus in cases where such strategies follow from the contents of the stereotype, can be inferred from general knowledge, or
are suggested by task instructions. In more academic performance
tasks, on the other hand, like solving math problems, the explicit
statement that women are known to perform worse than men does
not point to any particular solution. In this case, according to our
prediction, women will exhibit a tendency to use avoidance strategies like slowness, accurateness, avoidance of false alarms, and
so on. It is possible that the explicit reference to the stereotype
heightens the motivation to disconfirm it relative to an implicit
one, but as long as the person does not possess the knowledge on
the best strategy, this motivation does not necessarily lead to better
results. To the contrary, if the task requires mostly approach
strategies like creativity or speed, a strong prevention motivation
will likely hinder its solution.

Lowered Accuracy Under Stereotype Threat
If negative stereotypes can enhance or deteriorate performance,
as is suggested in this article, the question arises why, in the
studies investigating stereotype threat, negative stereotypes always
had deteriorating effects on performance. For example, in the
studies by Steele and Aronson (1995), Black participants in the
diagnostic condition spent more time working on each individual
task and gave fewer solutions than participants in the other conditions. However, lowered speed did not pay off in terms of
heightened accuracy for them. They displayed both lowered accuracy and lowered speed. Of course, it is conceivable that mechanisms other than regulatory focus were responsible for these results. It should be noted, however, that they are not incompatible
with a regulatory focus account.
One mechanism by which regulatory focus might lead to lowered speed and lowered accuracy in difficult tasks results from the
finding in Studies 4 and 5 that negative stereotypes impede creative generation and breaking context-induced mental set. These
effects should negatively impact performance in a great variety of
tasks. Most difficult performance tasks require application of
knowledge to some novel problem. Thus, they usually imply the
transfer of knowledge and procedures from one context to another.
Furthermore, an initial solution often needs to be abandoned in
favor of a different one. Our results suggest that these aspects of
task solution might be especially impeded by activated negative
stereotypes, because they refer to task characteristics usually cap-

tured by creativity tasks (Amabile, 1996). Taken together, the
vigilant, risk-averse processing style displayed by individuals in a
prevention focus does not necessarily foster accuracy on difficult
items. Whether prevention- or promotion-focus strategic means
lead to more success on a task depends on the match, or regulatory
fit (Higgins, 2000), between these means and the specific requirements of the task. For the kind of tasks used in the present studies,
prevention means led to more accuracy. For more difficult tasks,
this might not be the case.
The idea that generating different ways of solving a task is
hindered by a prevention focus is also supported by Liberman et al.
(2001), who found that a prevention focus leads to generating
fewer hypotheses than a promotion focus. In addition, individuals
in a promotion focus were faster to generate each hypothesis than
individuals in a prevention focus. Furthermore, Crowe and Higgins
(1997) found that individuals in a promotion focus used more
different sorting criteria and listed more different characteristics
for objects than did individuals in a prevention focus, who, in turn,
were more likely to repeat sorting criteria and characteristics.
Thus, individuals in a prevention focus seem to confine the search
for a solution to one or a few hypotheses.
In sum, these findings show that individuals in a prevention
focus compared with individuals in a promotion focus generate
less creative solutions, produce fewer hypotheses, use categories
less inclusively, tend to repeat criteria more, persevere more on
initial responses, and perform worse on tasks of creative insight. It
is easily conceivable that such a risk-averse, perseverant processing style can interfere with the search for the solution in difficult
word problems. Yet these are exactly the kinds of problems used
in stereotype-threat research. In such problems, usually, several
hypotheses must be tested and several strategies must be tried out
before a successful strategy is found. If a prevention focus limits
the number of hypotheses generated and the creativity of ideas
produced, the chances of finding a successful strategy are severely
limited. Thus, to the extent that negative stereotypes indeed induce
a prevention focus, they should lead to lowered accuracy on such
tasks.
What can be learned from these results about the mediation of
stereotype-threat effects? The findings indicate that the occurrence
of stereotype-threat effects not only depends on the difficulty of
the task and on the amount of time pressure but more specifically
on the kind of process necessary to solve the task: Tasks that
require going beyond the information given, testing several hypotheses, drawing new connections, and generating many solutions in a short time should generally suffer from the activation of
a negative self-stereotype, whereas tasks that require the stringent
application of criteria to material given (as in analytic tasks)
should generally profit from the activation of negative stereotypes.
Assuming that the tasks used in most stereotype-threat studies are
of the former rather than the latter type, it is thus possible to
explain stereotype-threat effects with the suggested regulatory
processes.
Our results also imply that GRE tasks such as the quantitative
word problem tasks often used in stereotype-threat research (e.g.,
Quinn & Spencer, 2001) and analytical tasks such as the ones used
in our research differ with regard to the strategies necessary for
successful performance and thus with regard to the effect stereotype activation has on them. It is interesting that Quinn and
Spencer (2001) found stereotype-threat effects only when the
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problems were presented as word problems that had to be transformed to their correct mathematical form to solve them. When
instead the equation was given, no difference due to stereotype
activation emerged. Thus, the amount of restructuring and mental
search for applicable strategies necessary to solve a task seems to
determine whether negative stereotypes have detrimental effects
on performance. This is consistent with our regulatory model
because restructuring and mental search processes have been
shown to suffer from an activated prevention focus (Friedman &
Förster, 2001).
The analytical tasks used in our study, on the other hand, made
the consequent application of a few simple logical rules necessary.
Such a task affords a thorough, careful processing style rather than
a mental search for the correct strategy. In addition, the loosened
time constraints allow this thorough processing style. In sum, to
alleviate stereotype-threat effects, not only measures aimed at
reducing the stereotype activation such as claiming that the test is
gender neutral (see Spencer et al., 1999) but also measures aimed
at changing the task requirements should be considered. These
could be, for example, reducing time constraints or choosing tasks
requiring more analytical and less creative strategies.

Reduction of Stereotype-Threat Effects
As overwhelming and sad as stereotype-threat effects are and as
important as it is to fully understand them, we believe that it is also
important to identify conditions under which active negative stereotypes might have more positive than negative effects. This
could eventually help in designing test situations that are fairer to
stereotyped groups. One implication of the present research would
be to investigate whether relaxed time constraints would yield the
same results. It would also be interesting to see whether performance in tasks where accuracy is inherently more important or
relevant, such as in medical diagnoses or court judgments, is
equally impeded by negative stereotypes or if it can even be
enhanced by prevention focus vigilance. Moreover, Studies 1 and
5 provide first evidence that the processes elicited by selfstereotypes can extend to tasks that are not achievement related,
such as incidental memory or typicality judgments. Thus, it seems
worthwhile to see when risky versus careful processing styles
improve behavior unrelated to performance and task completion in
general and when they impede it. This can be done by drawing on
the existing and immensely growing body of literature on regulatory focus effects on a number of different outcomes. Thus, we
think that a regulatory focus perspective can generate diverse
research programs on stereotype threat that might not have been
considered under other perspectives.
Our results also mean that the concept of performance deficits
should be more thoroughly conceptualized. “Deficits” might be
construed by certain biases of evaluation, which might then work
against stereotyped groups. In most of the studies on stereotype
threat, the tasks used and their administration might have been
biased toward promotion strategies (being fast, working under time
pressure) and against prevention-focus strategies (being thorough
and careful). This mirrors the situation in everyday life where the
concept of an exam is to measure achievement within a given time.
It might be worthwhile to rethink this concept in order to give
people using prevention-focus means a better chance. For teaching
and students’ evaluation this implies that self-paced projects might
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more diagnostically reflect an applicant’s capability to solve difficult problems than exams under time constraints, whereas exams
would reflect efficient work on problems. In terms of research, it
would be worthwhile to compare educational programs that endorse self-paced projects with those that endorse typical exams to
see whether the latter produce even worse performances for stereotyped groups.
We are well aware of the fact that the complex phenomenon of
stereotype threat can be caused by multiple psychological processes. Our research points to motivational principles of selfregulation, especially people’s regulatory focus. Examining the
processes that lead to stereotype threat is an important endeavor,
which can ultimately lead to designing intervention strategies to
stop the vicious circle that perpetuates the disadvantages of stereotyped groups.
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